The Bias Response and Support Coordinator (BRSC)

The Bias Response and Support Coordinator (BRSC) role was commissioned during the Summer of 2021. The intention is for all UNH community members to have an access point regarding bias incident reporting. Whether the community member has an existing report which has already been filed, is weighing their options regarding filing a report or is seeking information about support resources to access post-incident, the BRSC is a good point of contact. Primarily student-focused, but also available to staff & faculty, the BRSC is located within the Memorial Union Building (MUB) on the Durham campus. Virtual office hours will be updated each semester to ensure frequent remote availability for UNH’s other campuses throughout the state.

The current inhabitant of the BRSC role is Sharon Tarleton. Sharon is very excited to be back on the Durham campus. A Wildcat alumnus herself, Sharon also grew up locally before beginning her academic & professional careers in Strafford County. Sharon has a vested interest in the Seacoast area & the success of her fellow Wildcats as this region has been her home for many years. With an academic background in Psychology & Sociology as well as a professional background in Case Management, Sharon has a foundational knowledge of best practices in person-centered approaches to resource navigation & goal setting. The most important parts of this role are ensuring the impacted party gets the resources they need to move forward & that the community receives resources to support a climate of greater inclusivity.

If you have any questions about the role or need some assistance, please contact Sharon Tarleton.
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